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Atlantic Blue Precedent i2 shown with optional Monsoon Top™ canopy, hinged windshield, deluxe headlight, taillights, and ball washer.



IT STARTS WITH GREAT DNA.
When the Precedent® golf car was introduced in 2004, it shook the 
industry, earning accolades and spurring imitations. And, over the 
years, we have refined the vehicle’s elegant rendition. So when 
you buy a Precedent golf car you are buying a legacy of:

• Unsurpassed durability. Other golf cars are built on steel 
frames that can corrode. The Precedent golf car features 
the industry’s only rustproof, corrosion-resistant aluminum 
frame engineered to resist impact better than steel frames.  

• A smoother ride and superior handling, thanks to our 
SportDrive™ Steering and Suspension System.

• Electric vehicles with best-in-class power and range. 

• Monsoon Top™ canopy with built-in drains that 
channel water straight to the ground, keeping you and 
your gear dry.

• 360˚ bumpers with molded-in color that resists dings 
and scratches.

And if you need parts and service, our network of 600 Authorized 
Club Car Dealers and D istributors stands ready to meet your 
needs. To find a dealer near you, visit clubcardealer.com.  

You’ve spent years taking care of everyone else as you built a home, family and career. Along 
the way you’ve cultivated a discriminating taste and learned the value of quality. So when it’s 
time to reward yourself for a job well done, don’t buy just any golf car. Invest in an automotive 
aristocrat: the legendary Club Car Precedent® golf car. It delivers best-in-class power, fuel 
efficiency, warranty and much more. Go ahead...

Look for these vehicle specific features.
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Potent electric vehicles with
virtually fail-safe charging systems

There are electric golf cars, then there is the electric Club Car 
Precedent® golf car.

Here’s the difference. Our Excel™ electric system with regenerative 
braking delivers 10% more battery capacity and range than competitive 
vehicles. It  works with our new solid-state, high-frequency charging 
system known as ERIC. (Efficient. Reliable. Intelligent, Connected.) 
ERIC works globally, keeps charging during power fluctuations and 
prevents common user errors by:  

• Alerting you when charging begins, to the state of charge 
and when the car is charged.

• Warning you when the battery pack falls to 20% then 10% 
charge, so you can head for home. 

• Monitoring the battery pack after charging and delivering 
power as needed. Your car will be ready when you are, even 
at your vacation home. 

The electric Precedent® golf car also comes standard with a single-
point watering system, making routine maintenance a breeze.
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INTRODUCING A NEW GENERATION 
OF PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY
We overcame the challenge of taking the Precedent® golf car from good to great by 
integrating stunningly sophisticated automotive technology, virtually fail-safe chargers 
and optional solar drive panels that boost range and lower operating costs into its 
classic styling.

Aluminum Frames Stop Rust in its Tracks

Most golf cars are built on heavy steel frames that are subject to rust and corrosion. This 
affects appearance, performance and resale value. But the  Precedent® golf car features 
Club Car’s long-lasting AlumiCore™ frame. Made of aircraft-grade aluminum, the frame is 
rustproof, corrosion-resistant and lightweight. It uses less energy and preserves battery 
life, yet its ladder-style aluminum box-beam design makes it more impact resistant than a 
steel frame.

Monsoon Top™ Canopies

Some golf car canopies provide little more than sun protection. The Precedent® golf 
car’s exclusive Monsoon Top™ Canopy does much more. It features built-in drain 
spouts that channel water off the top and straight to the ground, keeping you, your 
guests and your gear dry. Made of strong, molded polypropylene plastic, the canopy 

is designed exclusively for the Precedent golf car for an
excellent fit and secure attachment.



Brilliantly engineered overhead cam engines with EFI

If you select a gasoline Precedent® golf car, your vehicle will be powered by a 
superbly tuned, easy to maintain, Subaru® 14 hp-rated, 404 cc engine with 
electronic fuel injection (EFI). By eliminating carburetors and chokes, the engine 
starts right up and automatically adjust to altitude. No jets required.

While other manufacturers rely on outdated pushrod engines, ours is a more 
automotive and precise single-cylinder overhead cam engine. Designed around 
a matrix of features not found in any other golf car, it delivers: 

• More torque and power than competitive engines because of its 
hemispherical head design, overhead cam and overall engine design.

• More precise ignition timing and better starting when cold. 

• The improved reliability of a case-hardened steel timing chain.

• A splash lubrication systems that eliminates the need for oil filters.

This thoughtful attention to detail has earned the Precedent golf car best-in-class 
ratings in virtually every category.

Unprecedented Numbers

With our new engine, you’ll enjoy : 

• At least 30% more horsepower, fuel efficiency and range and 
30% lower emissions that previous Precedent models. 

• 23% more power than competitive models.

• Faster acceleration and superior hill-climbing ability.

• The peace of mind that comes with a five-year limited engine and 
transaxle warranty, the industry’s best. 

• A $160 lower annual cost of ownership, based on maintenance 
schedules in owners’ manuals.

And, with a simple powertrain cable change, your new gasoline Precedent golf 
car can be ordered as a true 19-mph vehicle .

All performance testing was performed December 2013 by independent agency ATS, Marietta Georgia. For calculating fuel economy 
and annual fuel costs, vehicles were tested with driver plus cargo — 650 lb (294.8 kg) total weight — on rolling hills. Fuel cost were 
based on 5000 miles per year, and fuel cost of $3.50 per gallon. For hill climb speed, vehicles were tested with driver plus cargo 1200 
lb (544.3 kg) on a 15-17% grade. Go to www.clubcardealer.com/hardworkinghero for competition data. Your results may vary.



CELEBRATE YOUR SUCCESS.
From its handsome 360° wrap-around bumper to its cockpit-like 
interior...from its commanding powertrain to its spacious 
bagwell, the Precedent i2 golf car makes a real statement. It 
delivers good looks, performance and years of trouble-free 
service. Like all Precedent golf cars, it’s built on our rustproof, 
corrosion-resistant AlumiCore™ frame.

Above: Beige Precedent with optional sand bottle.
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ACE IT!
Get your Precedent® golf car course-ready with these golf 
accessories:    1. Ball and club cleaner    2. CaddyMaster™ Cooler  
3. Sand bottle    4. Sand bucket    5. Hinged windshield

Red Precedent i2 shown with optional hinged windshield,
deluxe headlight, taillights, and canopy-mounted storage pouch.
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SHARE THE JOY.
The Precedent i2 Villager 4 golf car’s stationary rear-facing 
two-passenger seat lets your foursome or family experience 
nature’s sights, scents and sounds, whether you’re on the course 
or on the beach. An extended Monsoon Top™ Canopy, roomy 
bagwell and seven-spoke wheel covers enhance comfort and style. 
Gasoline models come with a fuel gauge and hour meter. Also 
available in the Signature Edition.

Above: Beige Villager 4 with optional hinged windshield, deluxe headlight, 
and 5-panel mirror.
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Villager 4 Signature Edition vehicles shown with optional deluxe headlight and taillights.



FAMILY FLINGS!
Make your Precedent® i2 Villager 4 golf car even more 
comfortable, secure and neighborhood-ready with these 
accessories:    6. Uncom mon key    7. Side Mirrors    8. 
Five-panel rearview mirror    9. Deluxe headlight    10. 19-mph 
factory upgrade
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SAVOR THE ULTIMATE
FAMILY-STYLE EXPERIENCE.
Designed for today’s modern family, the Precedent Stretch 
personal transportation vehicle features an automotive 
configuration that fosters comfort, conversation and safety. 
With two more forward-facing seats and 35 inches of additional 
legroom, it’s the most spacious vehicle in class. It comes with:

• The new ERIC charging system to prevent user errors
• A roomy bagwell for groceries, gear or two sets of clubs
• An integrated rear-passenger grab bar for safety
• An extended Monsoon Top™ Canopy
• Five-panel, rearview mirror

Its heavy-duty electric motor and chassis is designed for a 
1000 lb. (454 kg) vehicle-rated capacity, so you’ll climb hills 
with confidence and speed.

Above: Beige Precedent Stretch with optional deluxe headlight, and 
taillights.
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Electric 3-year
Warranty

Dark green Precedent i2 STRETCH shown with optional hinged windshield, 10-inch radial tires, and cooler.

Seats 4



GOLD STANDARD
REMANUFACTURED VEHICLES

3
year

WARRANTY

LOOKING FOR THE NEXT BEST 
THING TO A NEW GOLF CAR?
Club Car’s Gold Standard Remanufactured 
Precedent® golf cars take the worry out 
of buying a pre-owned vehicle. After 
being rebuilt by Club Car employees in 
our manufacturing facility, they look and 
drive like brand new cars, but cost 
considerably less. They also carry a 
three-year Club Car vehicle and battery 
warranty.



THE PRECEDENT® SIGNATURE 
EDITION GOLF CAR: ADD AN 
AURA OF ELEGANCE.
Want an even more polished vehicle? Start with the sophisticated 
Precedent i2 golf car and add the Signature Edition package. It 
includes:

11. Tinted/Hinged windshield 

12. Choice of burlwood or carbon fiber dash

13. Choice of accent stripe colors

14. Soft Comfort Grip steering wheel

15. A wider range of colors 

16. Radial Tires with Signature edition wheel covers

17. (Not Shown) Private use speed option (Electric) 
 or Xcelerator 19 mph speed option (Gas)

The package is available on the Precedent i2 and the Precedent i2 
Villager 4.

clubcar.com

Black Blue Gold Green Light Blue Orange

White (Standard)

Classic Blue (Standard)

Beige (Standard)

Dark Green (Standard)

Atlantic Blue (Signature)

Red (Signature)
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INSTANT INSPIRATION FOR YOUR 
PRECEDENT® GOLF CAR.
With Club Car’s new Phantom accessory package, you can rock your ride, 
and stay with the Club Car brand you know and trust. It contains:

• Phantom bodies and cowls with dual headlights in eight colors: 
Midnight Sky, Sparkling Crimson, Silver Star, Metallic Mandarin, 
Tree Frog Green, Pink Flowering Rose, Red and Black

• Marine-grade seats in seven complementary tones

• Stylish 10-inch chrome wheels with polished spokes in four options 

Use the parts to upgrade any existing Precedent or order them on new 
vehicles through your local Authorized Club Car dealer.

Red Silver Teal White Yellow

Cayenne (Signature)

Black (Signature)
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

©2014 Club Car LLC. Club Car believes the information and specifications in this piece of literature were correct at the time of printing. Specifications, standard features, options, fabrics and colors are subject to change without notice. Some features may be unavailable when your vehicle is built. 
Some vehicles are pictured with options that may be available at extra cost or may not be available on some models. Ask your dealer about the availability of options and verify that the vehicle you ordered includes the equipment you ordered. There are no warranties, expressed or implied, contained 
herein. See the Limited Warranty in the owner’s manual or write to: Club Car, PO Box 204658, Augusta, GA 30917. The company reserves the right to make design changes without obligation to make these changes on previously sold units or systems.

Source 48-volt Excel™ with 250 Amp, Solid State Controller

Frame AlumiCore™ AlumiCore™

Canopy Monsoon Top™ Monsoon Top™

Finish Molded-in color Molded-in color

Body Dupont Surlyn® Reflections Dupont Surlyn® Reflections

Power 3.3 hp (2.4 kW) rated, Peak 13 hp (9.6 kW)

Steering SportDrive™

404 cc Subaru, 4-cycle, Overhead Cam 

14.0 hp (10.3 kW) rated @ 3600 RPM per SAE J1940

SportDrive™

Brakes Self-adjusting, rear mechanical drum Self-adjusting, rear mechanical drum

Speed 7 speed settings: 5-19 mph (8-31 kph) 12-15 mph (19-24 kph) standard /
19 mph (30 kph) with Xcelerator option

Park Brake Foot actuated, 3-position Foot actuated, 3-position

L x W x H 92 x 47 x 69 in (232 x 120 x 174 cm) 92 x 47 x 69 in (232 x 120 x 174 cm)

Wheelbase 66 in (166 cm) 66 in (166 cm)

Total Vehicle Weight 909 lb (412 kg) 651 lb (295 kg)

Ground Clearance 5 in (11 cm) 5 in (11 cm)

Fuel Tank 5.9 gal (22.3 L)

Tires 18 x 8.50 - 8 Tubeless 18 x 8.50 - 8 Tubeless

Front/Rear Tread 35/39 in (88/98 cm) 35/39 in (88/98 cm)

Limited 4-year Canopy, electronics, pedal group, seats, suspension

Limited 3-year Body panels, powertrain

Limited Lifetime Frame

Limited 2-year Solenoid, GCOR, Club Car supplied options
and accessories

Canopy, electronics, pedal group, seats, suspension

Body panels, powertrain

Frame

Solenoid, GCOR, Club Car supplied options
and accessories

Suspension SportDrive™ SportDrive™

Batteries Six 8-volt One 12-volt

AlumiCore™

Monsoon Top™ XL

Molded-in color

Dupont Surlyn® Reflections

48-volt DC with 500 Amp, Solid State Controller

3.7 hp (2.7kW) rated, Peak 20 hp (14.9 kW)

SportDrive™

Self-adjusting, rear mechanical drum

8-12.4 mph (13-20 kph) maximum

Foot actuated, 3-position

144 x 47.25 x 69 in (366 x 120 x 174 cm)

101 in (257 cm)

1176 lb (533.4 kg)

5 in (11 cm)

18 x 8.50 - 8 Tubeless

35/39 in (88/98 cm)

Canopy, electronics, pedal group, seats, suspension

Body panels, powertrain

Frame

Solenoid, GCOR, Club Car supplied options
and accessories

Heavy-duty rear suspension

Six 8-volt

STYLE & AMENITIES

SAFETY & SECURITY

DIMENSIONS

WARRANTY

POWER & PERFORMANCE

PRECEDENT STRETCHPRECEDENT i2
Electric Gasoline with E.F.I. Electric



BETTER PROCESSES.
BETTER PRODUCTS.
Club Car’s 400,000 square foot manufacturing facility was 
transformed in 2003-2004 with a multi-million dollar production 
line focused on ensuring consistent quality and reliability. 

To error-proof production of our new models, we performed 
advanced quality planning, auditing our suppliers’ sites and 
bringing them to ours. Working together, we implemented 
effective process controls to assure excellent assembly of our 
vehicles, eliminating problems for you.

48-volt Excel™ with 250 Amp, Solid State Controller

AlumiCore™ AlumiCore™

Monsoon Top™ XL Monsoon Top™ XL

Molded-in color Molded-in color

Dupont Surlyn® Reflections Dupont Surlyn® Reflections

3.3 hp (2.4 kW) rated, Peak 13 hp (9.6 kW)

SportDrive™

404 cc Subaru, 4-cycle, Overhead Cam 

14.0 hp (10.3 kW) rated @ 3600 RPM per SAE J1940

SportDrive™

Self-adjusting, rear mechanical drum Self-adjusting, rear mechanical drum

12-15 mph (19-24 kph) standard /
19 mph (30 kph) with Xcelerator option

Foot actuated, 3-position Foot actuated, 3-position

104 x 47 x 69 in (264 x 120 x 174 cm) 104 x 47 x 69 in (264 x 120 x 174 cm)

66 in (166 cm) 66 in (166 cm)

1024 lb (464 kg) 768 lb (348 kg)

5 in (11 cm) 5 in (11 cm)

5.9 gal (22.3 L)

18 x 8.50 - 8 Tubeless 18 x 8.50 - 8 Tubeless

35/39 in (88/98 cm) 35/39 in (88/98 cm)

Canopy, electronics, pedal group, seats, suspension

Body panels, powertrain

Frame

Solenoid, GCOR, Club Car supplied options
and accessories

Canopy, electronics, pedal group, seats, suspension

Body panels, powertrain

Frame

Solenoid, GCOR, Club Car supplied options
and accessories

SportDrive™ SportDrive™

Six 8-volt One 12-volt

7 speed settings: 5-19 mph (8-31 kph)

MADE IN USA

VILLAGER 4
Gasoline with E.F.I.Electric



Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating comfortable, sustainable and efficient environments. Our people and our family of brands — 
including Club Car®, Ingersoll Rand®, Thermo King® and Trane® — work together to enhance the quality and comfort of air in homes and buildings; transport 
and protect food and perishables; and increase industrial productivity and efficiency. We are a global business committed to a world of sustainable progress 
and enduring results. ingersollrand.com

REDUCING YOUR CARBON
FOOTPRINT, AND OURS.

As more communities allow golf cars and other small four-wheel vehicles on public roads, our products 
are reducing carbon emissions and our nation’s dependence on foreign oil. We have also:

• Reduced waste by 28% per vehicle by receiving supplies in returnable containers.

• Increased our overall waste recycling by 39%.

• Cut natural gas consumption by 40% by using warm air from our  welding centers as heat.

• Saved energy by using programmable controls in our plant.

• Formed “Green Teams” to brainstorm environmental innovations.
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